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EDITOR'S NOTE

When manuscripts are evaluated for possible publication in *Great Plains Research*, the editorial panel has the question of "place" firmly in mind. The distinction is of a place rather than in a place. Residence of the author is certainly not a prerequisite. While it might seem that the best regional scholarship comes from the region, the cosmopolitan character of the academy belies that generalization. Nor is a study done in a region necessarily of the region. A fine paper may result from a survey of residents of Kansas, for example, without any insight into whether the location makes any difference. The key, then, is that a paper specifically communicate something about the Plains region—the uniqueness imparted by location in the Plains on natural or social phenomena, perhaps, or implications for our region of natural or social processes.

The papers in this issue illustrate the point. Water is a critical resource of our region, and three papers address legal aspects of water from different viewpoints. The sociology of the rural bar in our neighbor state Missouri is undoubtedly valid for the Plains, where small towns overwhelmingly dominate the settlement hierarchy. The future of the Black Hills amid multiple use conflicts illustrates the interplay of society with natural resources. All these papers shed light on what it means to be living on the Great Plains.

ERRATUM

A production error in the review of *Harry Kirke Wolfe: Pioneer in Psychology* (*GPR* Volume 1, No.2) changed the reviewer's intended meaning. The tenth line of the first paragraph on page 347 should have read, "of the debate between rational and empirical knowledge of mind." *GPR* apologizes to the reviewer, Daniel Bernstein, for the altered meaning and any embarrassment it caused.

It is the policy of *Great Plains Research* to edit manuscripts to avoid sexist, racist, or otherwise biased language or intent.

Paul A. Kay